
LESSON 6: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?
PREVIOUS LESSON We revisited the coastal communities of Japan to evaluate existing and potential future solutions designed to protect those communities. We defined our

problem and identified criteria and constraints. We evaluated each proposed solution using a systematic process to determine which solutions might be
promising for these communities. We considered how community needs vary from one community to another and considered what we need in case a solution
fails.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

1 day

In this lesson, we read about how tsunamis are detected using a complex system of instruments set up on land
(seismometers), on the surface of the ocean (surface buoys), on the ocean floor (tsunameters), and in space
(satellites). We read that tsunami warnings are sent only when specific sets of criteria are met. The first regarding
the location, strength and depth of the earthquake that is detected, and then whether the tsunami is expected
to reach land.

NEXT LESSON We will listen to tsunami warning signals and read accounts of tsunami survivors from Japan and what they did when an earthquake and tsunami occurred. We
will identify community stakeholders, develop criteria and constraints for tsunami communication solutions, and evaluate different ways tsunami preparation
and response are communicated. We will read a case study about a school in Kamaishi that included education as part of their plan. From this we will learn
that there are many ways to communicate with community stakeholders before and during a tsunami event.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-ESS3-2, MS-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-2

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

6.A Critically read scientific text to understand how a system designed to detect tsunamis follows specific criteria (related to earthquake activity)
and constraints (related to signal transmission).

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Tsunamis happen suddenly and can travel at high speeds over great distances. Depending on where the tsunami forms, communities
may have more or less time to respond.
To help prevent or reduce loss of life, we need to detect a tsunami quickly and accurately in order to provide timely information to an at-
risk community.
Criteria and constraints for a tsunami detection system must consider the available scientific information (earthquake data) and design
limitations (signal transmission through air and water).



Lesson 6 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 5 min NAVIGATION
Students recall why tsunami plans sometimes do not involve building large-
scale structures such as sea walls or breakwaters.

A Tsunami: Japan 2011 (from Lesson 1), “Detect Tsunamis” poster, “Warn People”
poster, “Reduce Damage” poster (from Lesson 1)

2 25 min CLOSE READING ON HOW TSUNAMIS ARE DETECTED AND WARNING
SIGNALS SENT
Read about how one system designed to detect tsunamis and send warnings
works.

B-C Reading: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?, Word Wall

3 8 min SUMMARIZE IDEAS FROM THE READING
Students summarize ideas from the reading in order to identify the criteria for a
tsunami detection system.

D Reading: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?

4 5 min UPDATE OUR PROGRESS TRACKER
Update our Progress Tracker with what we have figured out about how tsunami
detection and warning systems work.

E

5 2 min NAVIGATION
Wonder about what happens once a tsunami is accurately predicted to reach
land. How is a tsunami warning communicated?

F

End of day 1



Lesson 6 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Tsunami: Japan 2011 (from Lesson 1)
Reading: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?

“Detect Tsunamis” poster
“Warn People” poster
“Reduce Damage” poster (from Lesson 1)
Word Wall

Materials preparation (10 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Display posters from Lesson 1:
“Detect Tsunamis” poster
“Warn People” poster
“Reduce Damage” poster

Students will also need to have access to Tsunami: Japan 2011 from Lesson 1.

Be sure you have materials ready to add words to the Word Wall. After the reading, add or review the following terms:
Words we encounter: seismometer, tsunameter, buoy, satellite, sonar
Words we earn: epicenter, magnitude



Lesson 6 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

The purpose of this lesson is to provide students with information about the systems designed to detect tsunamis and send warnings. Tsunami detection systems are complex, with many
parts (some on land, some in space, and some on the ocean surface and ocean floor). These systems are designed not only to detect tsunamis, but also to predict whether they will reach land.
If certain criteria and constraints are met, the system will send out a warning.

Where We Are NOT Going

Though the idea of signal transmission comes up during the reading, this unit does not address how signal transmission occurs or why certain types of transmission (analog and digital), may be
beneficial under different circumstances.



5 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 6
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook, Tsunami: Japan 2011 (from Lesson 1), “Detect Tsunamis” poster, “Warn People” poster, “Reduce Damage” poster (from Lesson 1)

Recall Ryoishi case study. Project slide A. Ask students to revisit their progress tracker from the previous lesson. Prompt students to recall
what they found out about how the tsunami impacted Ryoishi. Say, What happened in Ryoishi during the tsunami? How does what happened in
Ryoishi help us think about how we could prepare for tsunamis in the future?

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What happened in Ryoishi during the tsunami? The town was on the coast, so they built a sea wall for protection from
tsunamis.

The people trusted that the sea wall would protect them, so many
people moved closer to the coastline.

The sea wall failed during the tsunami. Water poured over the wall
and flooded the town.

How does what happened in Ryoishi help us think about how we could
prepare for tsunamis in the future?

A sea wall may not always be tall enough or strong enough to protect
against a tsunami.

We may need to think of other solutions besides a sea wall.

If a sea wall fails, then we still need other plans to prevent people
from dying and protect places people live and work.

Recall evaluating initial engineering ideas. Display “Detect Tsunamis” poster, “Warn People” poster, and “Reduce Damage” poster from
Lesson 1. Prompt students to think about their ideas that did not involve building sea walls or similarly large structures.

Say, Back in Lesson 1, when we first thought about preparing for a tsunami, we came up with designs that did not involve building any large structures
or barriers, like the sea walls we saw in Ryoishi. What were some of those early ideas?

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What were some of those early ideas? We thought about ways to better detect tsunamis so people have
more time to evacuate.

We thought about more effective ways to warn people about a
tsunami.

Guide students to reexamine the sticky dots used on the posters in an earlier lesson to indicate the design solutions that showed promise.
Ask students to think about which ideas from Lesson 1 they originally classified as promising and explain what made them promising.



25 min

Say, Looking back at how we evaluated some of these original ideas we had in lesson 1, why did we think some of them would be promising? What
made those promising as compared to others?

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If students struggle to recall their thinking around which ideas were promising and which were challenging,
prompt students to review part 4 from their handout from Lesson 1, day 2. In this handout, a prompt asked
students to select one idea as promising and one as challenging, and to explain their rationale. For further
guidance, prompt students to look back at their Progress Tracker for lesson 5 where the criteria and constraints
of several design solutions were explored.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Why did we think some of them would be promising? They involved technology that already exists or is being used like
satellites and GPS.

What made those promising as compared to others? They seemed cheaper since they didn’t need as many materials.

They could be set up quicker because we didn’t need to build any large
structures.

Tell students that we will now consider the ideas related to detecting tsunamis and sending warnings. Say, From the posters and our discussion,
it looks like we have a few ideas involving how we can detect tsunamis and how we can warn people to evacuate. I have an article that may help us
better understand how one commonly used tsunami detection system works.

2 · CLOSE READING ON HOW TSUNAMIS ARE DETECTED AND WARNING SIGNALS SENT
MATERIALS: Reading: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?, Word Wall

Introduce the reading. Pass out Reading: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent? to each student. A full-color version of the
reading and a close-up of the map are also included in the student edition. Project slide B. As a class, use five minutes to set the purpose for
doing the reading. Say, Let’s make sure we know what our purpose is for reading the article. What do we want to know more about?

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do we want to know more about? What might this reading help
us figure out?

We want to know more about ways to prepare for tsunamis that do
not involve building large sea walls.

We want to know more about how we detect tsunamis so we can
warn people.

Have students write the purpose for the article at the top: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?

Remind students of the close reading strategies. If necessary, remind students that close reading requires reading more than once with
different purposes and using strategies to interact with the text. Review the steps with the students that are listed on slide C. Then give them
twenty minutes to read the article with their small group.

Students who finish the reading early should discuss with their partner which terms from the reading can be added to the Word Wall.✱

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Supporting Universal Design for Learning:
Teachers can support all students in forming
a deeper understanding of newly “earned”
vocabulary by representing the new term in
multiple ways. For example, students can 1)
write the term, 2) draw a representation of
the term, 3) use their own words to write an
explanation for what the term means, and 4)
use the new term in a sentence.

This strategy is particularly helpful for
emergent multilingual students.



Say, This article uses a number of technical terms, some of which we know and some which may be new to some of us. Let’s take a moment to see
which terms we can add to our Word Wall. Ask for student volunteers to offer terms to add to the Word Wall. Encourage them to share why
they feel these words will be useful to add to the Word Wall and how they would define the word.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

After the reading, ask students which terms they would like to add to the Word Wall. If the term is new for
students, categorize it as a “word we encounter.” If the term is one used in a previous unit or lesson, consider it a
“word we earn” if students can connect its meaning to the larger ideas discussed in the unit thus far.

Terms you might consider adding include:
Words we encounter: seismometer, tsunameter, buoy, satellite, sonar
Words we earn: epicenter, magnitude

The terms “epicenter” and “magnitude” will have been encountered in a previous lesson (Lesson 3). However, in
this lesson students add to their understanding of these terms in the context of tsunamis.

Consider design constraints. Ask students to share their thoughts regarding the “Stop to Wonder” prompt near the end of the reading. Say,
Why do you think the tsunameter is sometimes in “sleep” mode and not always in “active” mode? Guide students to think about this in terms of
constraints on a designed system.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

Why do you think the tsunameter is
sometimes in “sleep” mode and not always in
“active” mode?

The tsunameter doesn’t always need to be
on, like when there isn’t an earthquake.

Why do you think we don’t need to take
measurements as frequently when there’s not
an earthquake?

Why do you think it’s better to only activate
the tsunameter when it’s needed?

What could happen if we keep the
tsunameter in active mode all the time?

KEY IDEAS Purpose: Help students identify the constraints on detection and signaling technologies.

Look for/listen for: Regarding the advantages of keeping the tsunameter in “sleep” mode vs. “active” mode:
Keeping the tsunameter in “sleep” mode when not needed prolongs the lifespan of the instrument’s
power source.
Changing batteries in the tsunameter entails bringing the instrument to the surface, which is a
difficult, long, and expensive process.
Changing batteries in the tsunameter by sending a person or submersible down to the ocean floor is
costly and very dangerous.



8 min3 · SUMMARIZE IDEAS FROM THE READING
MATERIALS: Reading: How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?

Summarize ideas from the reading.✱ Discuss the first question on slide D. Prompt students to think about the main pieces of
information presented in the reading. Guide students to look back at their annotated text and to discuss any prompts from the slide

with their partner.

Say, Remember, because we saw that big structures like sea walls don’t always protect people from a tsunami, we wanted to know more about how
we detect tsunamis so that we could warn people in case one is coming. What did you read about that may help us? What do people need to know in
order to prepare for a tsunami?

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do people need to know in order to prepare for a tsunami? We need to know if an earthquake that may cause a tsunami has
occurred.

We need to know if a tsunami is coming towards them.

We need to know when a tsunami may arrive so we know how long
we have to evacuate.

We need to know how bad the tsunami will be, so we know if we need
to evacuate.

We need to know how tall and fast the tsunami is to determine how
and when to warn people.

Prompt students to read and think about the second question on slide D. Prompt students to think next about what a tsunami detection and
warning system must be able to do. Say, What must a tsunami detection and warning system be able to do?

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What must a tsunami detection and warning system be able to do? It must accurately detect the location, depth, and strength of an
earthquake.

It must quickly signal to the buoy system to wake up the tsunameters.

It must accurately detect the presence of a large wave on the surface.

It must quickly alert scientists of an incoming tsunami.

It must accurately forecast the tsunami’s arrival time and wave height
before it reaches shore.

Prompt students to read and think about the third question on slide D. Prompt students to think next about what a tsunami detection and
warning system must be able to do. Say, How does a tsunami detection and warning system work?

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
THREE-DIMENSIONAL LEARNING

This text represents a good opportunity to
integrate aspects of the three dimensions of
the NGSS. Students obtain and
communicate information from the text
about a system (the overall network of
sensors across land, space, and sea), and
subsystems (i.e. the tsunameter and how it
operates on the ocean floor) that are focused
on detection and warning of earthquakes
and tsunamis. These systems have their own
criteria and constraints that impact how well
they work. Through critically reading about
the system and the parts of the system,
students can gain a better understanding of
how the system works to protect
communities.



This question summarizes the main parts of the detection system from the reading including the parts on land, in space, and in the ocean. It
may be easier for students to summarize the parts of the system by making a diagram. However, encourage students to spend less time on
the artwork and copying pictures from the reading, by modeling how to make a schematic diagram instead with symbols or shapes to
represent various parts of the system (for example, use boxes to represent parts that send signals and use arrows to represent signals).

Ask students if there’s a term that describes the list of what the detection and warning system should do. Say, In the previous lesson, we found
out that in designing or evaluating systems, engineers sometimes refer to a list of requirements, or things that a design must be able to do to be
considered successful. What do we call those things?

Students should recall that engineers use sets of criteria to help evaluate the success of a particular design. Should students struggle to recall
this term, guide them to look back at their progress tracker from Lesson 5. Say, An engineer designing a tsunami detection and warning system
will need to be sure that it meets these criteria.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 6.A Critically read scientific text to understand how a system designed to detect tsunamis
follows specific criteria (related to earthquake activity) and constraints (related to signal transmission).

What to look for/listen for: After the third paragraph in the reading, students should understand that the
tsunami detection system will only trigger if an earthquake meets specific criteria (earthquake must be
underwater, strong, and shallow). After the fifth paragraph, students should identify one constraint of the
system, as the signals must be able to travel through air, water, and space, and thus requiring both satellite and
sonar signals. Finally, in the “How does a tsunameter work” paragraph, students should offer a range of
explanations for why the tsunameter is designed to have both a “sleep” and “active” mode, including that the
instrument will use more power while “active,” which may reduce its effective lifetime. Students should identify
this as a constraint on the system.

What to do: If students are struggling to identify criteria and constraints in the tsunami detection system, pause
and reflect back on how criteria and constraints have been discussed up to this point. To help specifically with
the tsunameter in “sleep” and “active” mode, make the analogy to whether a person requires more energy when
they are asleep or when they are active. If students struggle to see why energy consumption is problematic, ask
them to consider where the instrument gets energy to function. First, ask where most appliances or machinery
get their energy. Then, ask how they think we can get energy down to the tsunameter many thousands of
meters below the ocean surface, where it is completely dark, freezing, and under immense pressure. Finally, ask
students to think about this in terms of cost and danger (i.e. How much does it cost to constantly pull dead
tsunameters out of the water to replace batteries? Why is it not safe to send people down to replace the
batteries?).



5 min

2 min

4 · UPDATE OUR PROGRESS TRACKER
MATERIALS: science notebook

Update Progress Trackers in science notebooks. Project slide E. Tell students to turn to their Progress Tracker section in their science
notebooks, make another row in the three-column table, and record the question, How are tsunamis detected and warning signals sent?
Individually they should record what they have figured out about this so far. Below are some sample ideas:

Question What I figured out in words/pictures How could we apply these ideas to
protect communities?

How ��� �su����s
de���t�� a�d
wa���n� ��g�a�s
se��?

A co��l�� �y��em ���h ���y �a�t� (so�� �� la��, so�� �� s�a��, an�
so�� �� t�e ���an ���f��e ��d ��e�� fl�or) is ����g�e� t� ���ec�
t�u��m��, p�e��c� �h���er �� ��l� �e�c� ��n�, an� �h�� ��n� a ��r���g.

Thi� �y��em ���t ��e� s����fic ��it���a ��r �� �o s����ed, an� �� m���
wo�� w��� c���a�n ���s��a�n��.

Im��ov��� t���no����es �� ��te��
ha���d� ��n �a�� l��e� b� �en���g
wa���n� ��g�a�s �� ��m�u��t�e�. But ���
te��n����i�s ���e c���t��i�t� �ha�
mi��t ����t �o� w��� �r �a�t ���y ���d
t�e ��g���.

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Motivate the next step. Display slide F. Guide students to think about what happens once a tsunami is detected and predicted to impact
land. Say, So, an earthquake has occurred in the ocean, and the DART II system has accurately and quickly signaled that a tsunami is approaching.
The local government is about to issue a tsunami warning. What should we be concerned with at this step?

Focus on responses associated with the communication of the warning. For example, how soon should the warning be sent? Do they wait for
more information? How do they send out the message? What’s in the message? All these ideas set students up to think more about the
technologies, criteria, and constraints involved in communicating before and during a tsunami.

Additional Lesson 6 Teacher Guidance

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

The science text that is the focal activity of this lesson supports the following English Language Arts standards:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.1: Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and
technical texts.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.4: Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-
specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to
grades 6-8 texts and topics.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.7: Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in
a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph,
or table).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.10: By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend science/technical
texts in the grades 6-8 text complexity band independently and proficiently.


